ABSTRACT. Given a complex Banach space X and a joint spectrum for complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of operators defined on X, we extend this joint spectrum to quasi-solvable Lie algebras of operators , and we prove the main spectral properties of the extended joint spectrum. We also show that this construction is uniquely determined by the original joint spectrum.
Introduction.
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Given a Banach space X , Z. Slodkowski and W. Zelazko studied in [9] the main spectral properties of joint spectra of commuting, either finite or infinite, families of operators defined on X . In addition, in order to prove the projection property for . these joint spectra, they showed that if a joint spectrum is defined only for finite families of mutually commuting operators, and if it has the projection property, then, by means of the notion of inverse limit, this joint spectrum can be uniquely extended to a joint spectrum defined on the family of all subsets of £(X) consisting of pairwise commuting operators. Moreover, this generalized joint spectrum also has the main spectral properties, i.e., it is a compact nonempty set and the projection property still holds.
On the other hand, in the last years some joint spec.t ra for operators generat ing nilpotent and solvable Lie algebras were introduced. For eJl:ample, in [5] was considered the first non-commutative version of the Taylor joint spectrum, [10] , for nilpotent Lie algebras of operators. Working independently, in [2] and in [3] we extended the Taylor, and the Slodkowki joint spectra, [10] and [8] , of .finite com muting tuples of operators to complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of
Research supported by UBACYT operators. Moreover, in [1] it was introduced a new concept of spectrum for com-, plex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of operators, which agrees with one of [5] and [2] in the case of a nilpotent Lie algebra, but in the solvable case differs, in general, from the one of [2] . In addition, the joint spectrum introduced in [1] may be extended to some infinite dimensional Lie algebras of operators, in a similar way as Z. Slodkowski and W. Zelazko did in [9] for the commutative case.
In this article we consider another . non commutative variant of the construction developed by Z. Slodkowski and W. Zelazko in [9] . In fact, we consider a joint spectrum defined for complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of operators, such as the Taylor and the Slodkowski joint spectra, and we extend it to quasi solvable Lie algebra of operators, see section 2. In addition, we prove the main spectral properties for our joint spectrum, and we show that this construction is uniquely determined by the original joint spectrum. On the other hand, this joint spectrum will be, in general, different from the one considered in [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall several definitions and results which we need for our work, and in Section 3 we prove our main result.
Preliminaries.
Let us begin with the definition of joint spectrum which we shall consider. Definition 1. Let X be a Eanach space. A joint spectrum is a fu nction, a, which . assigns, to each complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebra L of operators de fined on X, a compact nonempty subset a(L) of characters, such that if H is a Lie ideal of L, and 7r is the restriction map 7r: L* --+ H* , then the projection property fo r ideals holds, i. e., 7r(a(L)) = a(H).
The joint spectra that we are conSidering are the Taylor joint spectrum and the Slodkowski joint spectra for complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of operators, see [8] , [10] , [2] , [3] and [6] .
We now recall the definition of a quasi-solvable Lie algebra.
Definiton 2. A quasi-solvable Lie algebra C is a complex Lie algebra such that C = EQ E J IQ , where I is an index set, and fo r each et E I; IQ is a complex solvable finite dimensional ideal of C.
In order to see the main poperties of the quasi-solvable Lie algebras and their behaviour under representations in Banach spaces , we refer to [7] and [11] .
. Joint spectrwn for quasi-solvable Lie algebras of operators
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Our main result cop-cers with the notion of inverse li ni it We recall the most important facts related to this notion; for a complete exposition . see [4] .
. Definition 3. An inverse system of s et8 and maps {X, 11'}, over a directed set (M, <), is a junction wh, ich attaches to each et E M a set Xa! and to each pair et and /3 such that et < /3 in M, a map 11'� : Xp -+ Xa such that where et, /3, Tbelong to M and et < /3 < 7.
Definition 4: Let {X, 11'} be an inverse system of sets and maps over a 4irected set (M, <). Th en, the inverse limit Xeo is the subset of the product IIaeMXa consisting of those elemen. ts Z = (za)aEM, such that for each relation
If all the sets Xa are topological space, then to Xeo is assigned the topology as subspace of IIaeMXa. Naturally, the projections are co n tinuous maps. Moreover, if for each et E I, Xa is a nonempty compact space, .
then Xeo is also nonempty and compact, see [4jVIII,3.3,3.6] .
3. The Main Result.
In this section we extend the joint spectrum which we have defined from complex solvable finite dhnensio n al Lie algebras of operators to quasi-solvable Lie algebras of operators. As we have said, in' order to define this joint spectrum and to prove its main spectral pr o perties, we work with the notion of inverse limit as in [9] and in [1] . On the other hand, we first give a defi�ition of the joint spectrum which depends on a particular presentation of the algebra C, and then we show that this definition is the correct one : We proceed as follows.
Let us c o nsider X a Banach space; C a complex quasi-solvabl e Lie subalgebra of C(X) and an index set I such that C = E a eI la , where, for each et E I, la is a complex solvable finite dimensional ideal of C, and such that I, with the inclusion, is a directed set, i.e., if la and Ip are solvable id�als of C such that et and /3 belong to I, then there is a solvable ideal I." 7 E I, such that la U Ip S;;; I., . For example, if I is the set of all complex solvable finite dimensional ideals of C, then I is a directed set.
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In addition,if 1 is as �bOve; "'t US �d.et the family 9fmaps 'Tt = {11"�; IiJ -'-+ I�}, where a and fJ belong. to. I, . s <·/J, and '11' is the usual pojeetion, i.e., the restriction map. Let us also C9nsider the fami ly of s�ts X == {O'(i(r)}(rEI' Then, by the projection property of the joint �pectrt1JI)" we have that {X, 11"} is a:n inverse system of topological spaces. Now, we may stat� our definition of the joint spectrum for quasi-solvable Lie algebras.
Definition 5. Let X, C, 1, {l(r)(r€I and ·{X, '/f"} lJe as above. The joint spectrum of the quasi-solvable algebra C, relati1Je to the presentation of C defined by I and by (I(r )"'EI, is the inverse limit of the inverse system {X; 11"}, and it is denoted by We observe that this definition depends on the set I and on a particular pre sentation of 1:" however, Proposition 3 shows that the extended joint spectrum is independent of the presentation o f C, and Theorem 6 that it is uniquely determined by its properties.
On the other hand, by [4jVIIl,3.6] we have that O'(C, (I(r)"'EI) is a compact nonempty subset of II"'EIO'(I(r)' Let .WI now study in more detail the properties of the introduced joint spectrum. Proposition 1. Let X, C, I, (I(r)",EI and {X,1I"} be as above. Then, the joint · spectrum O'(C, (I",)",€I) may be identified with a subset of the characters of C.
Proof.
Let (J"')"'EI belongs to O'(L, (I(r)(r€I), and let us associate to this element th� function f defined by fl I", = f",. Let us see that f is a well defined character of
C.
First of all let us consider 3J E I(r n lp, ",here a and ,8 E I. Thus, since lis a directed set, there is an ideal 1.." 'Y E I, such that I(r U Ip £ I.., . Then, since {X, 11"} is an inverse system we have that f(r(x) = f.., (x} = jp(3J) • . Now if x El, let us present it as 3J = i:�=� XCilj = EZ�r x "'� , where x"'j E I"'j '
x ", '
E l"," and <Xj and a� belong to 1, 1 $ j $ n, 1-$ le $ m. Since I is a Thus, f is a well defined map.
By a similar argument it is easy to see that f is a character of C. Moreover, by construction, the above assigment is an injective identification.
Proposition 2. Let X, C, I, (IOt)OtEI and {X, 7l"} be as abov�. Th en a(C, (IOt)OtEI) = {J / f is a character of C, and fo r each Cl! E I, f I lOt E a(IOt)}.
Proof.
• By the definition of a(C, (IOt )OtEI) and by Proposition 1, we have that the joint spectrum is contained in the right hand set of the identity.
On the other hand, if f is a character of C such that f I lOt E a(IOt), then by the projer;tion property of the joint spectrum, (JOt)OtEI belongs to a(C, (IOt)OtEI)' However, by Proposition 1, (JOt)OtEI is identified with j.
• As a consequence of the Proposition 2 we have that the joint spectrum is inde pendent of a particular presentation of the quasi-solvable Lie algebra C. Proposition 3. Let X and C be as above, and Ij , j = I, 2, two directed index sets such that C = LOt1 E l1 10 1 = L� 2 EI 2 10 2 , where 10; , j = 1, 2, are complex solvable finite dimensional ideals of C. Th en On the other hand, if f E a(C, (IOt)OtEI), let us consider IOta an arbitrary complex solvable finite dimensional ideal of C. Since C :::;: LOtEI 10 , and I, with the inclusion, is a directed set, there is f3 E I such that I� o � Ip . Now, since f E a(C, (IOt)OtEI), by Proposition 2 we have that flI p E a(Ip). However, by the projection property of the joint spectrum, a(I{1) I IOt a = a(IOto)' Then, f I IOta E a(IOto) and f E a(C, (lOt )OtE n ). 
First of all we observe that L
there are Ui E I and Xi E Ion i = 1, ... ,n, such that x = L:�1 Xi. However, since I is a directed set with the inclusion; there is U E I such that U�lIoi � 10 • Thus,
Now, since L = Ea El L n la , we may construct the inverse limit set.
In addition, since L is a finite dimensional ideal of C, and I is a directed set, there is a solvable finite dimensional ideal of C, lp , f3 E I, such that L = L n Ip . Now, if f is a character of L, by construction of (J(L, (Lnla)aEI) and of Proposition
On the other hand, if f E (J(L), by the projection property for ideals of the joint spectrum, f 1 L n la E (J(L n la ), thus, as f is a character of L, by Proposition 2.
we' have the reverse contention.
• Proposition 5. Let X, C, I, (10 )aEI and {X, 11"} be as above. If H is an ideal of C. Then, the joint 8pectrum has the projection property fo r ideals, i. e., (J( C, (10 )a E I) I H = (J(H, (H n la )oEI ).
Proof.
First of all, let us consider the directed set I. Then, an easy calculation shows that H = EaEI H n 10 • Thus, we may consider the set (J(H, (H n Ia )aEI). Now we consider the inverse systems {X, 11"} �d {X ' ,11" ' } defined by Xo = (J(Ia ), ' X: = (J(H n la), and 11" and 11" ' are the families of projection maps defined between . the corresponding spectral sets. On the other hand, let us suppose that there is f E O'('H., ('H.nla )aEI ) \ Poo ( O' (£, ( la )aE I ). Since 0' (£, (Ia )aEd is a co m pact set and ·Poo is a continous map, there is an opell set U, which may be chosen in the base of the topology of O'('H., ('H. n la )aEI) , such that fEU and that Un Poo (O'(£, (la )aEI)) is the empty set. is an open nonempty set, which is impossible for UnPoo (O'(£, (Ia )aE I » is the empty set.
• We now state our main result. iii) if M is a subalgebra of C, and 1-£ is a Lie ideal of M, then fo r the joint spectrum the projection property fo r ideals holds., i. e.,
By the propositions we have proved, in order to see the existence of such joint spectrum, it is enough to consider the set ][ of all complex solvable finite dimensional ideals of C, and the presentation of C = 2: a EU la. In fact, if M is a Lie sub algebra, or ideal, of C, an easy calculation shows that M = 2: aEU M n la , thus, we may define (1( M) as
With this definition, the joint spectrum satisfies properties i)-iii).
In order to prove that this map is uniquely determined, we proceed as follows.
Let us suppose that a is an assigment which satisfies the previous conditions. Then, by Proposition 2, and by conditions i)-iii), a(C) � (1(C).
On the other hand, if f E (1(C) \ a(C), since both joint spectra are compact subsets of llaEll(1(Ia), there is an open set U, which may be chosen in the base of the topology of (1(C), such that f E U and Una(C) is the empty set. Moreover, by [4jVIII,3.12] there is Q E II and V in the topology of (1(1a) such that U = 7r�l(V). Now, by condition ii) we have that fil a E (1(Ia) = a(C) 1 la . Thus, by condition iii), there is 9 E a(C) such that 9 1 la = fl la. However, since 9 1 la = f I la , 9 belongs to U, which is impossible for 9 E a(C).
• As we have pointed out, this construction may be applied to the Taylor and the Slodkowski joint spectra for complex solvable finite dimensional Lie algebras of operators, see [2] , [3] and [6] , and then we extend these joint spectra to quasi solvable Lie algebras of operators. Moreover, this construction gives a non commutative version of the one developed by Z. Slodkowski and W. Zelazko in [9] , which, in general, differs from the one considered by D. Beltita in [1] . In fact, in the solvable finite dimensional case the joint spectrum of [1] does not, in general, coincide with the one of [2] , [3] and [6] .
